
The future is SAP on Azure. 

Are you ready?

Benefits of Cloud 
Computing

Start your cloud journey

To ensure a successful migration it’s crucial to find a partner who combines SAP 

expertise with a sound knowledge and strong referenceability within Microsoft 

Azure projects. 

Absoft combines the two, with:

 Over 28 years of SAP experience, 

 10 years of SAP in the Cloud 

 Hundreds of SAP system migrations

Cloud computing has taken the business world by storm! Have 

you assessed the business value of running your operations in the 

Microsoft Azure Cloud? 

In partnership with Microsoft, Absoft takes care that your 

organisation needs are right-sized now, and ensures growth and 

capacity for years into the future.

Microsoft Azure is fast becoming the platform of choice for SAP 

customers. With greater flexibility, scalability and availability, a 
move to the cloud is a high-priority strategy for most in 2021.

Whatever your business sectors the benefits of a migration for your 
SAP estate into the Azure Cloud are limitless. Through a tried and 

tested process of assessment, as your partner of choice, Absoft is 

offering a low-cost migration, aligned to value-for money Technical 

and Application Managed Services.

Driving factors for our customers, when moving their SAP landscape 

to Azure are:

Absoft’s FREE Cloud Readiness Assessment kick-starts your journey with 
an exercise that typically takes 1 day to:
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Analyse your SAP 

landscape, audit 

interfaces and define 

scope of migration

Security

Microsoft Azure is one 
of the most secure 

and reliable platforms 
that protects your and 
your customers’ data.

Cost Reductions

By only paying for the 
services you need you 

can reduce your IT 
infrastructure costs.

Integration

Easy integration 
with other business 

applications, 
including Office365.
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Define the changes 

required to your 

SAP landscape  

to get ready for  
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Create a high-level 

project plan and 

strategy to move to 

the Cloud

Absoft’s client, a large local authority, have reported a reduction of 

server hosts by 40% through Landscape rationalisation, ultimately 

leading to a reduction of 50% in hosting costs once in the cloud.

Book your  

free 
assessment
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